Latest Project X Film, *Worlds Apart*, Official Selection at LA Shorts Fest

Academy Award qualifying film festival, LA Shorts Fest, has invited *Worlds Apart* to be an official selection for its upcoming July 21 to July 29, 2011 event. This prestigious festival boasts an outstanding past record of 37 Academy Award-nominated films, including 12 Oscar winners. This will be the festival's 15th season. *Worlds Apart* will be shown on Thursday, July 21.

"After reviewing the many films submitted, we found your short represents the caliber of work we want participating in our festival," said Drea Garcia in the official invitation email.

*Worlds Apart*, produced under the umbrella of the Project X class, is the culmination of eighteen months of collaboration between Cogswell College students, faculty and industry advisors under the leadership of Animation Professor, Michael Zachary Huber. One of the secrets of Project X is that it does not run like a regular class but rather a working film production company - using teams of skilled artists, engineers and sound designers.

"The hours are grueling, aesthetics standards are very demanding and we treat the artists like professionals and not students," said Michael Huber, Director of the Project X course. "This total immersion creates an environment conducive to quality, camaraderie and the highest production value. We believe it's the best way to learn."
The festival will host all screenings at the historic Laemmle Sunset 5 Theaters located at the start of the famous Sunset Strip at the corner of Sunset Blvd. and Crescent Heights.

NY City International Film Festival Set to Screen Worlds Apart

For the second year in a row a Cogswell College Production is an Official Selection of the NY City International Film Festival. The most recent Project X film, Worlds Apart, will follow its predecessor onto the big screens of Times Square in addition to being shown in one of the nearby theaters.

The NYCIFF takes place from August 11 to August 21 and will host 300 films from 46 countries. The Red Carpet Gala will be held at the historic Hudson Theater on August 18.

The film was produced under the auspices of Project X, a unique curriculum design that delivers the learning experience based on a professional studio model. Under the direction of Animation faculty member and long-time professional animator, Michael Huber, students take the film from concept to post production. The class is only available at Cogswell College. Students, selected through a portfolio review and interview process, worked tirelessly for three semesters to produce this studio-quality, short film. They were supported by a massive collaborative effort from faculty, staff, visiting artists, industry professionals and alumni.

JOB SECTION

July Featured Jobs

UI/DLC Artist at Junction Point/Disney Interactive in Austin, TX
Assistant Technical Director at DisneyToon Studios in Glendale, CA
Effects Supervisor at Disney Animation in Burbank, CA
Concept Artist at Zynga in San Francisco, CA
Software Engineer at Visual Concepts/2K Sports in Novato, CA
Animator at Irrational Games/2K Boston in Quincy, MA
TechniTrader is looking for a full time career-oriented animator for a series of TV advertising similar to the gecko of Geico insurance ads. Job requires the creation of 3d animation from the ground up. We prefer an experienced animator but will consider someone just starting their career. Please send resume and softward programs you are familiar with and samples of work to howard601@comcast.net
402 16th St NE suite 108, Auburn, Washington 98002
(253) 351-2979
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